
Dear 4AM, 
 
What a week this has been. I hope you are all well. I have really enjoyed our learning adventure, as 
we all get used to Google Classroom. It has been wonderful to see the commitment of children who 
are continuing to aim high in their learning, even when they are at home.  
 
I know that not everything has worked the first time, but I definitely feel that we are learning from 
our mistakes. If we all work together, Google Classroom will become better and better. As we keep 
learning, I will continue to post messages on the stream to help you and make Google Classroom 
even easier to use. Please ensure every time you log into Google Classroom, that you check the 
stream and read any new messages.  The most important messages are at the top of the feed. This 
will help you to keep up to date with any new information and save the same questions being 
repeatedly asked!  Some children have asked questions when they are stuck; I am so grateful that 
Google Classroom is allowing us to still communicate and ask questions as we develop our growth 
mindset. At the bottom of the letter I have included some work from this week for us to celebrate! If 
you are not yet on Google Classroom, please make sure that you join next week and if you are 
having any problems please email: year4lfp@theparkfederation.org 
 
Next week, each day of learning will be in a different assignment. This means that every day you can 
complete the work and press submit. Please only upload your work for day 1 English, day 2 Maths 
and the science task. I will return all of these pieces of work with feedback.  
 
Please do not forget that we also have our online platforms such as Bug Club, MyMaths and Times 
Table Rock Stars. All of these are included on our online timetable so please make sure that you are 
still squeezing them into your busy days. We are still in Year 4 and therefore learning our timetables 
is still extremely important. In the timetable it says to practise your timetables at 11.50 so please 
make sure that you are logging into Times Table Rock Stars then.   
 
This week I stayed inside more as the weather where I am was dreary. Whilst it would be wonderful 
to be outside enjoying the sun, I am sure that this weather has encouraged more people to stay 
inside- which I am sure is positive. We know that the government has advised that staying at home 
will save lives so I think maybe we can be thankful for some rain! This week I celebrated two of my 
best friends’ birthdays. Normally, we would all celebrate together but instead we video called, and 
all held up signs saying, ‘Happy Birthday’ and sung to them.  
 
Despite the weather, I have continued with my daily exercise. Sometimes, I have exercised inside, 
following a fitness video on the TV however, I have tried to ensure that I still go out and run a few 
times a week as I know that getting some fresh air is important, even when the sun is not shining. I 
have also been continuing to cook and this week I have delved into the world of baking. My first 
bake was banana bread as we had numerous bananas that were starting to turn brown. I would rate 
it a 6 out of 10, so still much room for improvement! 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Mrs Miles 
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